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CORE COURSE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
1801 CSC : Introduction to Computers and Programming Ldnguages

(2014 Admn. Onwards)

Time : 3 Hours Total Marks : 40

SECTION _ A

1. One word answer. Answer all questions. (8xVz=41

a) __ is a piece of software that acts as an interface between user and

b)

c)

d)

e)

inner working of internet or \ffWW.

EEPROM stands for

is a type of magnetic tape that uses an ingenious scheme called

helical scan to record data.

is an input device that can read text or illustrations printed on

into machine code, before the programme is executed is

is used to define Symbolic constants in C.

A declaration float a ; occupies bytes of memory.

is a special function used by C to tell the computer where the
program starts.

SECTION - B

Write short notes on any seven of the following questions :

2. What is magneto opticalstorage ?

3. What is the difference between data and information ?

4. Differentiate between SRAM and DRAM.

Qx2=14)

paper and translate the information into a form that computer can use.

The translator that converts high-level languages, one statement at a time,

f)

s)
h)

P.T.O.
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5. Define multiprogramming and multiprocessing \ i

6.Compareandcontrastbetweenacompi|erandinterpreter.

7. Entist different format speeifier in C'

8. Explain with example ++iand i++'

9. What is URL ?

l0.Writeshortnotesonstoragec|assesinC.

11. Define software PrivacY'

SECTION - C

Answeranyfourofthefo|lowingquestions:(4x3=12)
l2.Writeshortnotesonvariousc|assificationofcomputers.

13. Compare primary memory with secold"'y memory'

14. Explain different ways to connect to internet'

15. Explain the structure of C program'

16. Write short notes on Web browser and Search Engine'

lT.WhatarethestepsinvolvedinexecutingaCprogram?
SECTION - D

Writeanessayonanytwoofthefo||owingquestions:(2x5=10)

1g. Describe in brief rerationar and.rogicar operators used in c ranguage with examples'

19. what are the components of a computer system ? Explain with a neat diagram'

20. Explain in detair with syntax and examples any two input and output functions

used in C'

21. Define cyber crime. Explain any four cyber crime and related laws in lT Act'


